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STEP II – Asha-SV New Project Proposal Template 

  
Project Name: ASHA Vimuktaye Savidya Date June 23 2005 
Referred By: Kalyan Ghatak  

 
 Project Contact Information Asha Contact 
Name Asha Vimuktaye Savidya  

Contact Prof. Hari Datt Bist Kalyan B. Ghatak 

Address 14 / 35, GB Pant Marg 
Haldwani 263141 
Dist. – Nainital, Uttaranchal 
India 

1055 E Evelyn Ave, Apt 6 
Sunnyvale CA 94086 

Phone(s) (+91) 5946.221882 408.249.7483 (H), 805.377.2361 (M) 

Fax             

E-mail haribist@yahoo.com kbghatak@gmail.com 

 
 

Part I: Information about your group/organization 
Please feel free to attach any additional sheets and/or information such as brochures, press reports etc. 
 
1. Name of the group/organization requesting funds. 

Himalaya Water Service Tatha Vikas Avam Paryavaran Sanrakshan Samiti, (Savidya Upsamiti)  
(HWSTVAPSSSU) 

2. When was the group established? 
HWSTVAPSS was established in 1998. The SAVIDYA UPSAMITI was started in July 2004..    
The main SAMITI (HWSTVAPSS) IS REGISTERED , and has been been allocated a reg. no. 
73/2004-2005 in Haldwani Office of Registration of Societies, Uttaranchal (UA) under Indian 

3. Briefly describe the motivation for starting this group. 
UA is the newest state in the Indian Union, and one of the poorest and most backward too.  The 
Savidya Upasamiti was started to help the children and youth of the UA hills through education and 
training via regular Govt. and professional schools and workshops.  It is hoped that the spread of 
education will help improve the socio-economic conditions in the hilly regions. 
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4. Name the key people running the organization and describe their background 

Prof. Hari Datt Bist – ex-Prof. in the Dept. of Physics & Laser Technology, IIT Kanpur, ex-
Emeritus Fellow at Birla Inst. of Applied Sciences, Bhimtal (Uttaranchal) 

Mr. KK Pande – President of HWSTVAPPS, Director of Jan Shikshan Sansthan, Bhimtal  
(Uttaranchal), ex-Director of Birla Inst. of Applied Sciences, Bhimtal (Uttaranchal). The Executive 
Committee consists of  5 other members. 

5. Briefly describe the aims of your group. 
The Vimuktaye Savidya program will adopt a school, to serve as a model, for the kids. in the smallest 
and most backward district of Uttaranchal to help the school-going,poor, children. The School chosen 
for the first time is  Prathmic Pathsala, Kulethi,Champawat. Later other schools  in the Nainital and 
Champawatt districts of Uttaranchal, and surrounding areas will be taken up.   

6. Does your group have any religious or political affiliation? If yes, please describe the type of 
affiliation and the reason for it. 
No.  This group has no religious or political affiliations whatsoever. 

7. What non education-related community development activities is your group involved in? 
The Savidya Upasamiti also provides scholarships to the youth in the UA hilly areas to allow them 
to undergo training in professional schools and workshops.  The parent organization, 
HWSTVAPPS, was also involved with solving the water problems in and around the village of 
Darah, Champawat Dist. since 1997. The water has now reached the villages by its,and Govt 
efforts8. Does your organization have FCRA (Foreign Contribution Regulation Act of 1976) clearance 
from the Indian government? This is required for you to receive foreign funds.  If yes, please 
provide FCRA details.  If no, have you applied for Prior Permission (one time acceptance of 
foreign funds)?  If yes, when was the application submitted? 

The Application for FCRA clearance was submitted to Ministry of Home Affairs, in January 2005.  
It was resubmitted ,after completing the due to requirements, in May 2005. On June 22,2005 ,Dr 
Bist was informed that for HWSTVAPSS the Registration of the FCRA has been cleared. The 
number will be available after about 15 days in the website and AHSH SV will be informed. 

 
Part II: Details about your educational project/s 

 
1. List the school/s run by your group, and their locations. If you are requesting funds for only a 

few of several schools, please specify which one/s. 
 

The Savidya Upasamiti does not run any schools at present.   It is involved in supporting students 
going to the government (and private for Computer software etc) institutions providing education.  
The schools that are targeted under the program on the long run are in the Champawat and Nainital 
districts: The first school for adoption is :Prathmic Pathsala Kulethi,Champawat. The details of 
the 52 students in the present list are given as enclosure 2. It is expected the list will increase as 
soon as the adoption news reaches the villages nearby. Hence a demand to adopt the school with 60 
children is submitted 
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2. Who owns the school legally?  Is it the organization or trustees or an individual.  Please provide 

details 
 
All these primary schools are run by the government of UA, In these prathmic pathashalas  only 
the poor children get education. 

3. Location of school/s     Urban        Rural     

4. Specify the type of education provided (e.g. basic literacy, vocational training etc.). 
Primary education from classes 1 to 5 for the children 

5. Please tell us about your teaching techniques (conventional vs. alternative). 
The normal school training will be as per the Uttaranchal govt. syllabus which will be the same as 
the CBSE syllabus in Central (Indian ) Schools from July 2005. Hence to bring a qualitative change 
the more input in exemplary schools is desirable. It is expected that the 3 additional teachers 
provided by ASHA sv will make a total of 5 teachers , for the 5 classes. They will give good 
training to the children by giving personal attention at each step .Evenings will be used by the 
children for Games and sports and for minimal home work completion.Computer training is also 
envisaged to make them computer literate. 

6. What is the literacy rate in your local community?  Please give a breakdown between boys and 
girls if possible. 
The UA literacy rate is for boys ~84% and girls ~60 %. 

7. Describe the socio-economic background of the children and their parents (e.g. education, 
occupational). If any of your students are employed, please tell us about that as well. 
Agriculture is the primary occupation in the region.  Most people work in their own hill terraces or 
on the lands of the local landlords as laborers. The literacy rate among adults is low.  Some persons 
are employed in low-paying jobs (like peons, guards etc.) in the local office of any organization or 
govt. office banks. The parent’s education is also given in the Enclosure 2.   
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8. What is the admission criteria for the students to join your school? Have you ever turned away 
students? If so, why? How many children attend your school currently? How many teachers do 
you have? How many full time students? How many part time teachers? How much is the fees? Is 
there an admission one time fee?Do you have parent teacher meetings (parent involvement)? 

 
Any child who is physically fit and is able to attend a govt. school is admitted.  The number  of 
children in the school at present is 52.The number of teachers in this school ,at present ,as per 
norm of the UA Govt., is two.  Sometimes, there is only one teacher (if the other takes leave 
allowed by Govt norms!).  There are no part time teachers/helpers in these schools.  There is no 
regular fee to be paid by the students, except some occasional expenses as fee. In the tuition 
centers, the teachers will have to be paid.  It is proposed that three full-time teachers will be  
appointed for  the chosen village-school, to supplement the 2 teachers appointed by UA Govt. ; to 
make one teacher available for each class,  during the school hours.  The additional coaching in 
the evening schools has been asked for games,sports and removal of difficulties in the home work 
of poor students. The arrangement for parent- teacher meetings, and meetings with the 
representative of SAVIDYA Upsamiti  will be introduced to keep a close watch on the teaching in 
the schools.   

 
9. In addition to education, does your group provide any other services to the children in your 

schools (e.g. food, health care, clothing, etc.)? 
    The food is provided by the Central Govt. in the Govt. Primary Schools.  The selected adopted  

school children will be provided with : 2 sets of uniforms and footwear  and also be provided 
school supplies and library books for reading.  It is also planned to provide regular health care 
coverage for the children.  The evening coaching and games –sports facilities will also be arranged 
for the adopted school to make it a Model Govt. Prathmic Pathsala to be emulated by other schools 
in the hills of Uttaranchal 
 

10. How do you perceive that education will improve the lives of the children in your village? 
Majority of people in the hilly regions of UA live below the poverty line. The primary profession 
is Agriculture; with only cash earning profession being small number of the youth in the national 
army. Most of the frustrated youth go away to the plains of India for search of jobs; and in the 
absence of any education due to poor parental monetary condition, they land in the plains all over 
India ; doing the menial jobs in small hotels and restaurants - washing dishes and cooking food 
etc. The formal primary education and good training are expected to check the exodus of the 
children and youths from the hills of UA to plains all over India for menial jobs. The socio- 
economically backward and needy children of the villages of Uttaranchal (UA), and also the 
children of the persons below the poverty line,  homeless labors and  the land–less agricultural 
workers, living in this region and who are the victims of socio-economic backwardness of the 
region, will be specifically given preference in this program. Thus, the proposal will help the 
under privileged children in this region. The underlying idea is the presumption that if proper 
incentives and facilities are available right from primary education stage, these under-privileged 
children will compete with their city- counterparts for various jobs and other related opportunities 
in India and abroad when they grow up. 
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11. Does your school have: 

Its own building(s):  Yes     No     Number     school has its own building) 
No. and type of classrooms (e.g. Pukka):3  in the school,The efforts to build two more rooms 
will be made as soon as the ASHA sv clears the project.    

                                  Yes  No            Yes  No                                      Yes  No 
       Toilets      Playground     Toys     X  

Chairs & Tables            X    Blackboard X             Library       
Drinking water     Electricity    X  Computers      
Laboratory        Teaching aids (e.g. books/slates)      No 
 

12. What is the age group of the children currently enrolled in your school(s)? 
Ages 6 to 11 
 

13. How many staff are employed at your schools? 
Teachers – 2 in the school ,   Minimum Qualifications – Passed Intermediate/B Sc. with 
trainingof BTC.                                                                                 Other staff -nil at present. 

14. Average distance the children travel to attend your school 
~1 Km. 

15. Please answer this if your school has existed for atleast 5 years. How many children have gone 
through your program in the past five years and what are they doing currently? Please tell us 
about their future education possibilities. How would you visualize their future employment 
possibilities? 

A large number of students from the schools are unable to continue the studies due to lack of money. 
However our efforts with ASHA for Education and with Foundation for Excellence may change the 
situation, for better. Efforts to train them and provide vocational training through Jan Sikshan 
Sansthan will also change the situation. 

16. Do you help your students with their future education efforts after they have completed  
school? If so please describe your efforts. 
 
 Yes , the special additional training and schooling will make them competent to compete with 
their counterparts in the rest of India.  However,  the  efforts will be made to train them 
professionally and vocationally; including the locally useful trades of floriculture, fruit growth and 
preservation, etc; by providing scholarships through SAVIDYA. The  training is envisaged  
through Jan Sikshan Sansthan, of which Mr Pande is the Director in the NainiTal District. 
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17. Do the students who have studies or graduated get involved in the school afterwards and help 

the next batch? 
 
It is proposed that the training and tutoring of the awardees will be through the senior children in 
and around villages. Hence after few years (say 5 years ) some of the awardees will be able to help 
( and get helped) by tutoring the junior students in the villages. 

18. Are there any other schools (Kindergarten/Balwadi, Elementary school, High school) in the 
area? If so, please list the schools and the range of classes each of them offers. 

 
There is a kindergarten schools (balwadi) in the compound of the school areas. List of 8 students 
is attached to make total number as 60. 
The Primary schools are in all the Aal’s around the Chaudhary Aal; in Champawat. There is also 
a Middle School, an Intermediate school and a Degree College in Champawat, Headquarter of 
the district. 

19. Is your program different from that provided at these schools? Please explain. 
The provision of one teacher for every class during the school hours will also be a Novelty for these 

small schools. The provision of evening training in the useful areas like Computers, games and 
sports, will be novelty. Showing the children even the TV and the programs for children will be 
beneficial; as such activities are not available even today in these backward villages and poor 
people. The computer training is starting in cities by children of the age 6 and up in private 
schools on monthly payments.  However we plan to have these children an exposure to such 
training in the village center. ( A public place, or a usable house space, donated by some person 
from the village). 

20. Why are the children in your school/s not attending government/other schools in the local area?
NA.;  Only reason not to attend schools is the poor monetary condition of the parents ,who could 
not afford the expenses of schooling (even the time spent by the child in the school is considered a 
waste); as they need the help of the child in their daily activities—looking after younger child, 
cow /goat or cooking food etc for the younger/older family members, and other daily work. 

21. Do you try to involve the parents of the children in the running of the school (e.g. in setting the 
syllabus etc.)? Please specify. 
 
A parent-teacher council will be set up to guide the program of the students.  The govt., approved 
curriculum will not be changed much; however the students can be trained in additional aspects 
through this project. The CBSE curriculum that is being introduced from July 2005 in UA will 
itself be a challenge to absorb in these village schools. 
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22. What are your expansion plans for the future (e.g. adding more classes or schools)? How do 

you see your school impacting the village five years from now? 
Other Schools in the region will get exemplary input from this experiment. Other schools may also 
be adopted on success of the program. The evening classes and the additional programs like 
computer training and other facilities for games and sports will change the outlook of the children 
in this region. Efforts will be made to extend these programs from various inputs from SAVIDYA 
UPSAMITI and other sources. 

23. Any additional details you would like to provide to us. 
The organization aims to work as a catalytic agent for socio-economic change for alleviating the 
poverty, the backwardness and the miseries of people from Uttranchal villages by providing 
financial help and impetus to their children, to avail the advantages of the non- formal and formal 
Pre-Primary education, formal Primary education and Vocational Training. The education is a 
critical requisite and a primary weapon for overall economic and social developments of an 
individual (and hence of society, along with natural incentive for the population control in India). 
Education generates awareness of the rights and obligations of an individual towards him and the 
society, it creates self –confidence. Hence the effort. We are submitting this modified project 
on “Adopt a School (Primary ) to ASHA SV” and will extend it pretty soon with the help of 
ASHA sv directly or indirectly; as discussed in previous meetings/discussions 

24. If possible, please provide us with the contact information of two individuals from your 
community(not related to the school) who can describe the impact of your program. 
 

1.        Name Mr G B Rashyara  2.       Name Dr G B Bisht 
Address Village Kulethi  Address Subham Karoti 

 P O Champawat  Durga Colony 
 Dist. Champawat  Near Kharia Factory 
 Uttaranchal, India  Mukhani, Haldwani, UA 

Phone 91 5965 230844  Phone 91 5946 263542 
 

25. Asha for Education requires reports from its projects every six months to continue funding. 
Please provide the contact information for the person from your group who will be responsible 
for these reports. 

 

Name Mr K K Pandey, (President HWSTVAPSS) 
Director, Jan Sikshan Sansthan, 
Bhimtal , District NainiTal,UA 

Phone 91 5942 248260 
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Part III: Financial Details 

 Please feel free to attach any information such as annual reports, budgets etc. These were submitted to  
The site visit incharge of ASHA sv , Miss Rohini Muthuswami. 
 
1. What sources fund your group’s activities at present? List the sources and the current and future 

funding from each of them. If these funds are meant for a specific part of your group’s activities, 
please describe those restrictions. 

 
A corpus fund of Rs 200,000, has been established. Only the interest accrued from this corpus fund 
is to be used for awarding the scholarships to the grade 3rd and higher grade students annually, at 
present. Additionally support, of Rs 500/pm , to two  poor village girls have been provided to get 
Computer software training in the local Computer Center. The funds received from other donors will 
be used as per their aims and directives. The first 7 scholarships have already been awarded to the 
selected students on Oct 2nd 2004. through SAVIDYA UPSAMITI  as given in the earlier write up 
as enclosure1 

 

2. Please provide us with details of your projected budget for the next 3 years:details in sec.5-6. 
      

Year(s) Recurring costs Fixed costs 

2005-6 Adopt a school with ~60 students Resource Center euip.     Rs  8,000/ 

 Uniforms (2 sets; )       Rs 60,000/ Computer + CCD’s        Rs 40,000/ 

 Miscellaneous expensesRs 30,000/  

 Medical Check up         Rs 15,000/ Books(hobby and Lib)    Rs 12,500/ 
 

 3 Subject teachers         Rs 90,000/ Sub-total                        Rs 60500/ 

 Postage, internet, elec,  Rs 12,000/  

 2 Students helpers         Rs 12,000/  

 Teaching aids,chairs etc, Rs 
30 000/

 

 Sub- Total                   Rs 219,000/  Total for 2005-6        Rs279000/ 

2006-7 -As above                    Rs 219,000/ Total for 2006-7        Rs 279000/ 

2007-8 -As above                    Rs 219,000/ Total for 2007-8        Rs 279000/ 

  Total for 2005 to 8    Rs 837000/ 
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3. Salary expenditure details: 
 

 Number Salary Range 

Teachers 3 each year Rs  2500/ per month for 12 months 

Paid Staff 2 Students Rs 500/pm for 12 months 

Volunteer Staff one Nil 
 

6. What amount are you requesting from Asha, and for what specific purpose? 
 

Line Item Amount One time / 
Annual 

2005-6: 
Adopt a School ( Likely students ~60), List 
provided for 52 current students. 
 

            

Basic Infra structure 
Uniforms (2 sets per student ; clothes,shoes, 
sweaters  ) X 60   
 
Teaching aids   1) Computer with CD’s  
                         2) Chairs, tables, chalk, 
Resource Center  equipment( Dari, Almirah for 
books,) 
Books for Library  General+ Hobby( 200 @ Rs 50 
+ 25 @ 100 
Miscellaneous expenses of children( for games, 
sports, organize annual regular activities,@500X60 

 
    Rs  60,000/ 
 
 
Rs      40,000/ 
 
Rs        8,000/ 
 
 
Rs     12,500/ 
 
Rs     30,000/ 

 
Annual 
 
 
Fixed 
 
Fixed 
 
 
Fixed 
 
Annual 
 

Teaching Support   Three subject teachers for 
supplementing the Govt. approved (2 )teachers to 
make one teacher per class @ Rs 2500 pm.(total 
7500/ pm for 12 months 
            Two    Library and Games instructor for 
evening classes ( for basic skills and language)  @ 
Rs 500 / pm 
 
Contingency:Postage, stationary other expenditure 
on internet,telephone etc.  
 

 
 
 
Rs      90,000/ 
 
 
Rs      12,000/ 
 
 
Rs      12,000/ 

Annual 
 
 
Annual 
 
Annual 
 
 
 
Annual 
 

Medical Check up   ;periodic for students, @250 per 
studentX60 

 
Rs       15,000/ 

Annual 
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Total Expenditure for 2005-6 Rs    279,000/  

2005-2006   Total Rs  279,000/       

  
2006-2007Total 
 

 
Rs     279000/ 

 
Annual+ fixed 
 

 
2007-8 
 

 
Rs     279000/ 

Annual 
+ 
fixed 
 

2005 to-2008 Rs     837000/ Annual 
+ 
fixed 
 

 
 

Enclosure 1) 

THE LIST OF SAVIDYA AWARDEES FOR THE YEAR 2004-5 

 (SARASWATI-AMBA VILLAGE IMPREST FOR DEVELOPMENT OF YOUTH ASPIRATIONS) SAVIDYA UPSAMITI Awardees 

FOR THE YEAR 2004- 2005 

OF HIMALAYA WATER SERVICE TATHA VIKAS AVAM PARYAVARAN 

SANRAKSHAN SAMIT) selected by the Head of the School (Principal), Gram Pradhan and the area representative. 

 

PROFESSIONAL STREAM: 

i) Award of Rs 500 p.m./ for the three months course 

at CSET ( Advanced Computer Education Center) Champawat  to: 

 

1)Prabha Singh d/o Nandan Singh , Village- Darah, Champawat. She has passed High School and is studying in Inter. 

2)Babita Joshi d/o Mohan Chandra Joshi, Village- Punethi, Champawat She has passed High School and is studying in 

Inter.  

 

Both the awardees will attend the Computer classes, part-time, if they continue their studies/or will complete the 

course during vacations. The receipt of payment of the fees should be given by the Center to the SAVIDYA. 

 

PRIMARY EDUCATION 

ii)  Awards: Rs 400/ per year to be given on 2ndOctober 2004 at a  function in the school: 

 

1) Ankita Kuletha d/o Mohan Chandra Kuletha Village Kulethi, Champawat, has obtained 80% marks in her 2nd class 

at the Prathmic Vidyalaya, Kulethi ,Champawat, UA 

2) Vimala Singh d/o Girdhar Singh, Village Tilon, Champawat, has obtained 67% marks in her 2nd class at the 

Prathmic Vidyalaya, Kulethi , Champawat, UA. 

3) Chitra Kuletha d/o Bhuvan Chandra Kuletha, Village Kulethi, Champawat. , has obtained 85% marks in her 3rd class 

at the Prathmic Vidyalaya Kulethi, Champawat,UA. 
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4) Kumari  Bhawana pandey, d/o Lalit Mohan Pandey,Village- Lamai, P O Champawat; has 

obtained 67% marks in her 2nd class at the Prathmic Vidyalaya Kulethi, Champawat, UA. 

5) Kumari Devi ,grand daughter of Sri Late Shib Datt Bisht of village Darah , Champawat, at the Prathamic Vidyalaya 

,Champawat. 
 

 
Enclosure 2 

STUDENTS IN Primary Pathsala , Kulethias on June 1,2005( As per list of Principal, of the school) 
 
S/No   Name         Gender(M/F)  Class/, Number of Family Profession  Distance to   
                               Male/Female    Age          Members/Highest                School  (Km)/ 
---    -----                                                      Education (Pass)      
                                                                                                                       / Transport  
---  -------------------------      ----      ----     ------------------------  ---------------      -------- 
5. Km Prinka                      F     1st/6               6/10th             Mistri              .6/On foot 
6. Nikhal Kumar                M     1st/6               5/5th             Labour            .5/On foot 
7.  Kamal  kumar               M    1st/6               4/10th            Labour            1.0/On foot 
8.  Km Chandra kala         F    1st/6                  7/12th           Labour            .5/On foot 
9.   Km Chanchala             F    1st/6                  8/5th             Karigar            .7/On foot 
10. Km Kanchan                F     1st/6                 6/ 10th     Agriculture           .6/On foot 
11. Umesh kumar               M   2nd/7               5/9th        Agriculture          .5/On foot 
12. Lalit Mohn                   M   2nd/7               6/8th        Agriculture          1.0/On foot 
13. Bhairab Nath               M   2nd/7               5/5th        Labour                 1.0/On foot 
14 Kaushal Pandey           M   2nd/7               5/7th        Agriculture           .5/On foot 
15. Km rekha                    F   2nd/7                4/5th         Labour                 .7/On foot 
16. Km Asha                      F   2nd/7                6/12th     Shopkeeper           .7/On foot 
17. Km Anita                     F   2nd/7                6/5th         Labour                 .5/On foot 
18. Km Sunita                    F   2nd/7                6/10th     Agriculture           .5/On foot 
19 Km Sangeeta                F   2nd/7                6/8th        Service                .7/On foot 
20. Km Neha                      F   2nd/7                4/5th         Labour                 .7/On foot 
21. Km Manisha                F   2nd/7                4/5th         Labour                 .5/On foot 
22. Km Km Savita             F   2nd/7                6/5th         Labour                 .5/On foot 
23. Km Km Deepa             F   2nd/7                5/5th         Labour                 .7/On foot 
24. Km Pooja                     F   2nd/7                7/5th         Labour                 .7/On foot 
25. Km Seema                    F   2nd/7                7/5th         Labour                 1.0/On foot 
26. Km Prinka                   F   2nd/7                6/8th         Service                 .6/On foot 
27. Km Ankita                   F   3rd/8                6/8th         Agriculture         .5/On foot 
28. K m Vimala                 F   3rd/8                8/10th        Labour               .6/On foot 
29. Km tanuja                   F   3rd/8                6/12th       Shopkeeper         1.0/On foot 
30. Km Bhavana               F   3rd/8                5/7th         Agriculture         .5/On foot 
31. Km Kamala                F   3rd/8                5/5th         Labour                .5/On foot 
32. Km Neema                  F   3rd/8                5/8th         Labour                1.0/On foot 
33. Km Geeta                    F   3rd/8                6/5th         Labour                .6/On foot 
34. Km Asha                     F   3rd/8                7/5th         Labour                .5/On foot 
35. Km Renu                    F   3rd/8                7/5th         Labour                .5/On foot 
36. Chandra Shekhar     M   3rd/8                7/12th      Labour                1.0/On foot 
37. Ashok Kumar            M   3rd/8                7/8th      Labour                1.5/On foot 
 
38. Rahul Kumar           M   3rd/8                5/5th      Labour                1.0/On foot 
 
39. Km Lakshmi             F    4th/9                8/5th      Karigar                .6/On foot 
40. Km Jyoti                    F    4th/9                6/10th   Agriculture          .7/On foot 
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41. Km Chitra                 F    4th/9                6/8th      Agriculture         1.0/On foot 

42. Km Rita                     F    4th/9                8/5th      Mistri                    .6/On foot 
43. Km Kiran                  F    4th/9                8/5th      Karigar                .6/On foot 
44. Km Asha                    F    4th/9                8/5th      Karigar                .6/On foot 
45. Amit Kumar             M   4th/9               5/9th       Darji                    .6/On foot 
46. Navin Kumar           M   4th/9             7/12th      Labour                 .4/On foot 
47. Manoj Kumar          M   5th/10          7/9th         Agriculture         .4/On foot 
48 Kaushal Chandra      M   5th/10          7/8th         Agriculture        .4/On foot 
49. Chandra Sekhar      M   5th/10          4/8th         Agriculture         .5/On foot 
50. Vipin Kumar            M   5th/10          7/12th       Agriculture        .6/On foot 
51. Subham Singh          M   5th/10          6/8th         Agriculture       .4/On foot 
52. Km Kavita                F   5th/10          6/5th         Agriculture        .5/On foot 
 1. Yogesh Pandey         M      2nd/7         5/12th          Service      1.5/On foot   
2. Suraj Singh                M      3rd/8          6/ 10th     Agriculture       .4/On foot 
3. Girish Kumar            M      4th/9           6/5th          Labour            .4/On foot 
4. Babloo Prasad           M      5th/10         4/5th           Labour            .7/On foot 
   
 
 


